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Insects are favorable subjects for neuroethological studies. 
Their nervous systems are relatively small and contain 
many individually identifiable cells. The CNS is highly com- 
partmentalized with clear separations between multisen- 
sory higher order neuropiles in the brain and neuropiles 
serving sensory-motor routines in the ventral cord (Huber, 
1974). The rich behavior of insects includes orientation in 
space and time, visual, chemical, and mechanical com- 
munication, and complex motor routines for flying, walk- 
ing, swimming, nest building, defense, and attack. Learn- 
ing and memory, though, are not usually considered to be 
a strong point of insects. Rather, insect behavior is often 
regarded as highly stereotyped and under tight control of 
genetically programmed neural circuits. This view, how- 
ever, does not do justice to the insect order of Hymenop- 
tera (bees, wasps, ants). Most Hymenopteran species care 
for their brood either as individual females or as a social 
group of females. Consequently, they regularly return to 
their nest site to feed, protect, and nurse the larvae, store 
food, and hide from adverse environmental conditions. 
Since they search for food (prey; nectar and pollen on flow- 
ers) at unpredictable sites, they have to learn the celestial 
and terrestrial cues that guide their foraging trips over long 
distances and allow them to find their nest sites (central 
place foraging; von Frisch, 1967; Seeley, 1985). They learn 
to relate the sun’s position and sky pattern of polarized 
light to the time of the day (Lindauer, 1959), and landmarks 
are learned in relationship to the nest site within the frame- 
work of the time-compensated sun compass. The honey- 
bee communicates direction and distance of a feeding 
place to hive mates by performing a ritualized body move- 
ment, the waggle dance (von Frisch, 1967). 

Associative learning is an essential component of the 
bee’s central place foraging behavior and dance commu- 
nication. Hive mates attending a dance performance learn 
the odor emanating from the dancing bee and seek it at the 
indicated food site. The odor, color, and shape of flowers 
are learned when the bee experiences these stimuli shortly 
before it finds food (nectar, pollen). This appetitive learning 
in bees has many characteristics of associative learning 
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well known from mammalian learning studies (Menzel, 
1985, 1990; Bitterman, 1988). It follows the rules of classi- 
cal and operant conditioning, respectively, so that stimuli 
or behavioral acts are associated with evaluating stimuli. 
Since associative learning, especially of the classical type, 
is well described at the phenomenological and operational 
level (Rescorla, 1988) it provides a favorable approach in 
the search for the neural substrate underlying learning and 
memory. In particular, associative learning in bees is a fast 
and robust process. A single associative learning trial, 
even under conditions when the bee is immobilized for the 
taking of intracellular recordings from brain neurons, leads 
to highly significant changes in its behavior and in the re- 
sponse characteristics of identified neurons. Memory in- 
duced by a single learning trial lasts for days, and by three 
learning trials in a free-flying bee, for a lifetime. 

Here, we shall discuss (1) the role of identified neurons 
in simpler as well as in more complex forms of learning, 
(2) the localization of different memory traces and their 
joint contribution to learned behavior, and (3) the formation 
of memory in multiple phases. 

[Key words: neural basis of classical conditioning, odor 
learning, US representation, mushroom bodies, memory 
phases] 

The Olfactory Conditioning Paradigm 

A hungry bee reflexively extends its proboscis when antenna1 
or proboscis contact chemoreceptors are stimulated by sucrose. 
The proboscis extension response (PER, Fig. 1) can be condi- 
tioned (PER conditioning) with a single conditioning trial by 
pairing an odor with sucrose applied to antennae and proboscis 
or with repeated conditioning trials where odor and sucrose are 
paired once per trial. In PER conditioning, the odor represents 
the conditioned stimulus (CS) and sucrose the unconditioned 
stimulus (US). During conditioning, the initially neutral CS be- 
comes associated with the US and subsequently elicits a re- 
sponse (conditioned response) previously elicited only by the 
US. The process of associating the odor with sucrose is fast and 
follows the rules of classical conditioning (Kuwabara, 1957; Bit- 
terman et al., 1983). 

In classical conditioning, the CS gains control over the re- 
sponse of the animal as a consequence of a contingent presen- 
tation of the CS and the US without any contribution by the 
overt behavior of the animal. In PER conditioning, the bee does 
not have to move its proboscis during CS presentations (Bitter- 
man et al., 1983), and even fully satiated bees, which do not 
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Figure 1. Olfactory conditioning of the proboscis extension response (PER) in the honeybee. Lef part: during conditioning of the PER, bees are 
fixed in small metal tubes. This allows free movement of the antennae and the mouth parts. Contact of the antennae and/or the proboscis (enlarged 
inset) with sucrose solution elicits the PER. Bees are conditioned to extend their proboscis in response to an odor (conditioned response) when the 
odor (CS) is presented contingent upon a sucrose stimulus (US). The percentage of odor evoked PER in groups of bees can be used as a measure 
of the acquisition of the conditioned response under various training protocols. Right part: A, Acquisition of the PER by bees trained with either 
multiple forward pairing trials of CS and US (paired) or an unpaired presentation of CS and US (unpaired). During training with forward pairings, 
the CS preceded the US by 2 set during a trial; therefore, each forward conditioning trial includes also a test situation, the 2 set of CS presentation 
before the onset of the US. An extension of the proboscis during this period is evaluated as a conditioned response. The intertrial interval (ITI) 
was 10 min. During unpaired training bees received either a CS or a US in consecutive trials (ITI, 5 min). To obtain equal numbers of trials for 
both groups, bees of the forward paired group were exposed once to the training situation 5 min after each paired trial without presentation of CS 
and US. (In this and all other panels the abscissae represent the number of trials with CS presentation and the ordinate the percentage of bees that 
exhibit the PER to the CS.) B, Acquisition of PER by bees trained with nine forward pairing trials after pretraining (not shown) with 0, 4, or 8 
unpaired trials. C, Differential conditioning with four or eight trials (left graph). During differential conditioning, one odor is paired with sucrose 
(CS+), the other odor is presented unpaired (CS-) between the CS+ trials. The interval between CS+ and CS- trials was 5 min. During reversal 
training (30 min after differential conditioning), the former CS- is now paired with the sucrose stimulus and, thus, becomes the CS+ (right graph). 
In all experiments, groups of bees were trained in parallel, the number of subjects in each group ranged from 20-40 (after Menzel, 1990). 

respond with proboscis extension to sucrose, associate an olfac- ward pairings of CS and US during repeated conditioning trials 
tory CS with the sucrose US (Klein and Hammer, unpublished). but not their unpaired presentations lead to an asymptotic in- 
An essential requirement for PER conditioning is the appropriate crease in response probability to the CS after a few pairings, 
timing of the CS and US during a conditioning trial. The CS indicating a fast acquisition of a conditioned response (Fig. IA). 
elicits a conditioned response, for example, 1 hr after single-trial Moreover, if bees are exposed to forward pairing trials of CS 
conditioning only if it precedes the US by a few seconds during and US after exposure to unpaired presentations of CS and US, 
the trial (forward pairing), but not if it follows the US (backward the acquisition of the conditioned response is retarded (Fig. 1B). 
pairing). Learning is the more effective the shorter the CS-US In other words, an unpaired presentation of CS and US produces 
interstimulus interval during a trial and is for PER conditioning inhibitory conditioning, because the CS has become associated 
optimal with intervals of 1-3 set (Menzel and Bitterman, 1983; with the absence of the US. Both ordinary and inhibitory condi- 
Klein, 1993), thus resembling the interstimulus intervals ob- tioning demonstrate an important property of associative learning: 
served in vertebrate conditioning (Rescorla, 1988). Only for- CS and US are associated according to their predictive relation. 
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Ordinary and inhibitory conditioning are combined in differ- 
ential conditioning, in which two different olfactory CSs are 
presented, one forward paired (CS’) and the other unpaired 
(CS) with the US (Fig. lc). Bees develop the conditioned re- 
sponse to the CS+ but not to the CS-. After the first pairing of 
the CS-+, the response to the CS- is enhanced, although it was 
never paired with the US, indicating that bees generalize be- 
tween CS+ and CS, but as learning progresses, the response to 
the CS returns to, or falls below, the spontaneous response 
level. Further evidence for inhibitory conditioning is provided 
by two additional observations. (1) The number of unpaired CS 
and US presentations, or of CS presentations during differential 
conditioning, in a tirst training phase determines the resistance 
to acquisition in a second phase with forward pairings of CS 
and US (Fig. l&C’). (2) If bees are trained with one backward 
pairing trial of a CS and US and, subsequently, with one forward 
pairing trial with the same CS, the strength of the conditioned 
response to that CS is reduced dependent on the US-CS interval 
during the backward trial: The reduction of response strength is 
high with intermediate US-CS intervals but low with very short 
and with long intervals during the backward pairing trail (Hells- 
tern and Hammer, 1994). Thus, backward pairing induces inhib- 
itory conditioning of the CS, indicating that two opponent 
processes, an excitatory and an inhibitory, with different depen- 
dencies on the temporal order of CS and US may underlie the 
formation of an association as predicted by some models of clas- 
sical conditioning (e.g., Sutton and Barto, 1981; Wagner, 1981; 
Wagner and Larew, 1985). 

In bees, learning to make or to withhold a response to a CS 
does not depend only on its temporal pairing with the US. Con- 
ditioning may occur even without presentation of the US, or it 
may not occur even if the CS is presented at the optimal time 
relative to the US. For instance, in second-order conditioning, 
after a primary CS (CSl) has acquired the capacity to evoke a 
conditioned response by forward pairing with the US, it can 
transfer that capacity to a second CS (CS2) by CS2-CSl forward 
pairings in the absence of the US (Bitterman et al., 1983; Men- 
zel, 1990). Or, by way of another example, the blocking phe- 
nomenon, conditioning by CS-US forward pairings is prevented, 
if the CS (CS2) is presented jointly with another CS (the CSl) 
to which an animal was previously conditioned (Kamin, 1968). 
Recently, blocking was demonstrated in PER conditioning with 
two different olfactory CSs (Smith and Cobey, in press). 

Thus, PER conditioning in bees manifests not only the basic 
rules of classical conditioning but also complex features, such 
as inhibitory learning, blocking, and second-order conditioning. 
These features necessitate a more complex neural machinery for 
processing CS and US than would the formation of a mere as- 
sociative link between them. 

Neural Basis of PER Conditioning 

The search for the neural elements mediating associative learn- 
ing has to separate it from other forms of experience-dependent 
behavioral modifications. For instance, as an appetitive stimulus, 
the US in PER conditioning has several properties that differ 
according to their behavioral consequences. (1) It elicits several 
reflexes, for example, PER. We refer to this property as its re- 
leasing function. (2) It arouses the animal and is involved in 
nonassociative learning, in which animals modulate their re- 
sponses in accord with the consequences of a stimulus. For ex- 
ample, sucrose stimulation dishabituates habituated responses 

applied stimuli (e.g., odors) (Menzel et al., 1991). In sensitiza- 
tion, sucrose stimulation alone increases the response probability 
to a subsequently applied odor for a brief period of time. Thus, 
due to sucrose stimulation alone a nonassociative memory is 
formed. This memory reflects specific properties of the US, such 
as its intensity and its actual behavioral significance (Hammer 
et al., 1994). We refer to this property of the US as its modu- 
latoryfzmction. (3) Its capacity to elicit a response (e.g., PER) 
is transferred to a CS (odor) in classical conditioning, where 
presentation of the CS is contingent upon the occurrence of the 
US. Thus, an associative link is formed between CS and US, 
that enables the CS to elicit a behavioral response previously 
elicited only by the US. We refer to this property of the US as 
its reinforcing function. Strong and meaningful stimuli that act 
as USs in conditioning are characterized by a releasing, a mod- 
ulating, and a reinforcing function. Since both nonassociative 
(e.g., sensitization) and associative learning (e.g., classical con- 
ditioning) lead to experience-dependent behavioral modifica- 
tions, any neural analysis of associative learning has to isolate 
the network and cellular correlates of the underlying US prop- 
erties and has to provide evidence whether experience-depen- 
dent changes of neuronal properties are caused by nonassocia- 
tive or associative learning. In particular, the analysis has to 
distinguish between the neural elements involved in mediating 
modulatory and reinforcing functions, using experimental ap- 
proaches that are specifically designed to detect associative ef- 
fects. 

The CS pathway 

The convergence sites of CS and US pathways are potential loci 
of neural correlates of both nonassociative and associative learn- 
ing. The olfactory CS pathway has been well mapped in the 
insect brain (Homberg et al., 1989) (Fig. 2). In bees, 63,000 
axons of chemoreceptors on the antennae project into the 156 
glomeruli of the antenna1 lobe (Flanagan and Mercer, 1989a), 
where they synapse with approximately 4700 local interneurons. 
About 750-1000 of the local interneurons are GABA immuno- 
reactive and may thus be inhibitory (Schafer and Bicker, 1986). 
Local interneurons form synapses with projection neurons and 
other local interneurons within the glomeruli. The projection 
neurons leave the antenna1 lobe in several tracts, which relay 
the olfactory information to the mushroom bodies (mb) and the 
lateral protocerebral lobe (Arnold et al., 1985). Two of these 
tracts project to both the mb and the lateral protocerebral lobe: 
the median antenno-glomerularis tract projects via a median 
pathway, first to the mb and then to the lateral protocerebral 
lobe, and the lateral antenno-glomerularis tract projects via a 
lateral pathway, first to the lateral protocerebral lobe and then 
to the mb. The other tracts, that is, the mediolateral antenno- 
glomerularis tracts, project only to the lateral protocerebrum. 
The mb is formed by 170,000 parallel and densely packed local 
neurons, the Kenyon cells (Mobbs, 1982; Menzel et al., 1993a). 
Each Kenyon cell sends an axon through the peduncle and di- 
vides halfway into two branches that enter the a-lobe and B-lobe, 
respectively. The dendrites of the Kenyon cells arborize in the 
calyx, which is subdivided into the lip, collar, and basal ring 
neuropiles. These three input neuropils are specialized for sen- 
sory modalities, the lip for olfaction, the collar for vision, and 
the basal ring most likely for mechano- and chemoreception. In 
addition, the basal ring receives input from collaterals of visual 
and olfactory fibers. Output neurons of the mb project to the 

(Braun and Bicker, 1992) or sensitizes responses to subsequently lateral protocerebral lobe, to the contralateral mb and to several 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the 
brain of the honeybee and recordings 
from several types of neurons of the 
olfactory (CS) pathway. Odor (stimulus 
duration 2 set)-evoked responses were 
recorded intracellularly in a local inter- 
neuron (I.IN) of the antenna] lobe (al) 
(courtesy of R. Abel), in a relay neuron 
(I.agt.N) linking the ul via the lateral 
antenno-glomerularis-tract (I.agt) with 
the mushroom body (mh) calyces and 
the lateral protocerebral lobe (I@), in a 
m&intrinsic Kenyon cell (KC) with 
dendritic arborisations in the lip of the 
calyx, in a feedback neuron @ct.N) of 
the protocerebral calycal tract (courtesy 
of B. Grtinewald), and in an identified 
&-extrinsic neuron (elV), the PEl-neu- 
ron (courtesy of J. Mauelshagen), 
which connects the mh with the lpi. 
Bottom truce.s: simultaneous intracel- 
lular recording from a premotor neuron 
@MN) and extracellular recording from 
muscle M 17, which is involved in gen- 
erating the PER. Other abbreviations: 
m.agt---median antenno-glomerularis- 
tract; br-basal ring; otl, PI-a- and 
P-lobe, respectively; &-descending 
neurons; MNl7-motor neuron 17, in- 
nervating muscle I7 of the proboscis 
(modified from Hammer, 1993). 
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other regions of the ipsi- and contralateral brain hemispheres 
(Rybak and Menzel, 1993). One group of output neurons pro- 
jects back to the input region of the mb. Most of these neurons 
run in the protocerebral-calycal tract and stain with an antibody 
against GABA (Bicker et al., 1985). Since the lateral protocere- 
bra1 lobe is considered to be one of the main output regions of 
the brain, descending neurons driving the motor circuits of the 
proboscis within the suboesophageal ganglion may receive both 
direct inputs from the antenna1 lobes and indirect inputs via the 
mushroom bodies. 

Although neurons in the olfactory pathway were studied with 
respect to their olfactory coding properties and their response 
changes following a sensitizing sucrose stimulation (Homberg, 
1984; Gronenberg, 1987; Flanagan and Mercer, 1989b; Sun et 
al., 1993), it has not yet been possible to record from intrinsic 
or extrinsic neurons of the antenna1 lobe or from Kenyon cells 
during olfactory PER conditioning. However, a single, identified 
mb-extrinsic neuron, the PEI, was studied extensively with re- 
spect to nonassociative and associative learning (Mauelshagen, 
1993) (Fig. 3). PEI receives input at the base of the a-lobe and 
the peduncle within the mb and projects to the lateral protocere- 
bra1 lobe (Rybak and Mauelshagen, 1994). It, thus, represents 
the output of a large number of Kenyon cells. PEl is excited by 
odors without preference for any particular class of odor (R. 
Menzel, unpublished observations). In a particular series of ex- 
periments, odor responses of the PE I neuron were recorded dur- 
ing and after stimulus protocols that lead to behavioral sensiti- 
zation or conditioning (Mauelshagen, 1993). Stimulation with 
sucrose alone applied to the antenna and proboscis does not 
change the response of the PE 1 neuron to a subsequently applied 
odor (sensitization protocol). In contrast, a single forward pair- 
ing of an odor with sucrose reduces the response to the odor for 
a short time after pairing (conditioning protocol). Thus, at the 

level of an mb output neuron, a stimulus protocol for associative 
learning produces a pairing specific, but transient, form of re- 
sponse decrement. In a multiple-trial differential conditioning 
protocol, in which one odor is paired with sucrose (CS’) where- 
as another odor is presented without sucrose stimulation (CS-), 
the same response reduction to the CS’ is found after the first 
trial. However, repetition of differential conditioning trials leads 
to a reversal of the associative effect with a significant increase 
of the response to the CS+ and no change of the response to the 
CS-. Furthermore, both associative changes, the one-trial re- 
sponse reduction and the multiple-trial response increase, are 
transient and disappear at longer (>lO min) time intervals. 
These findings indicate a phasic associative memory within or 
upstream to the mb extrinsic neuron PEl that depends on the 
number of learning trials, a property that will be discussed fur- 
ther below. 

The US pathway 

The pathway mediating the PER to sucrose consists of contact 
chemoreceptors on the antennae and the proboscis, which project 
into the suboesophageal ganglion and terminate in close appo- 
sition to both motor neurons and premotor neurons involved in 
generating proboscis movements (Rehder, 1989). In addition to 
this direct reflex-pathway, a group of ventral unpaired median 
(VUM) neurons was recently identified that link the suboeso- 
phageal ganglion with several brain centers. Since they also re- 
spond to sucrose stimulation, VUM neurons could provide a 
substrate for the modulatory and/or reinforcing function of the 
US. Their somata are located ventrally in each of the three neu- 
romeres of the suboesophageal ganglion. Individual VUM neu- 
rons of one neuromere are identifiable by their unique mor- 
phology. They innervate different parts of the subesophageal 
ganglion and the brain, and each of them differs in its branching 
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Figure 3. A, Morphology of the PEI neuron, which receives input in 
the peduncle and the basal a-lobe (ol) of the mb and projects to the 
lateral protocerebral lobe (L$) (abbreviations are shown in the contra- 
lateral hemisphere of the brain). B, Interval histograms of spike fre- 
quencies of the PEI neuron recorded intracellularly during an odor stim- 
ulus after stimulation protocols that lead to behavioral sensitization or 
conditioning (BI) or to differential conditioning (B2). Spike frequencies 
of the PEI neuron are shown during the first 600 msec after onset of 
the odor stimulus divided into six (numbers at abscissae) consecutive 
100 msec intervals. Spike frequencies (rel. spike frequency; mean ? 
SEM) in each of the 100 msec intervals are expressed relative to that 
of the respective intervals during a reference odor stimulus that was 
applied 5 min before the experimental treatment. The dashed line rep- 
resents the reference response level. BZ, Comparison of spike frequen- 
cies during an odor stimulus presented I min after bees were stimulated 
with sucrose delivered to the antennae and the proboscis (sensitization 
protocol) or after bees were stimulated with a paired presentation of 
odor and sucrose delivered to the antennae and proboscis (conditioning 
protocol). Spike frequencies after the sensitization (sens.) and the con- 
ditioning (cond.) protocol are compared to that during an odor stimulus 
presented I min after bees were stimulated only with an odor (conrvol). 
B2, Responses of the PEI neuron to two different odors (CS’ and CS-) 
during the 2nd and 5th trial of a differential conditioning protocol. The 
CS+ was paired five times with sucrose with an interstimulus interval 
of 2 set, the CS was delivered unpaired between the CS’ trials. In- 
tertrial interval was I min (redrawn from Mauelshagen, 1993). 

pattern. Presumably homologous neurons with a similar mor- 
phology are found in other insect species, such as DUM neurons 
in the locust suboesophageal ganglion, which, like VUM neu- 
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rons, express octopamine immunoreactivity (Brgunig, 199 1; 
Kreissl et al., 1994). 

Activity of one of these neurons in the honeybee, VUMmxl, 
is sufficient to serve the US reinforcing function when it follows 
the CS after an optimal time interval for forward PER condi- 
tioning (Hammer, 1993). The VUMmxl neuron responds to su- 
crose stimulation of the antennae and the proboscis, and its ax- 
onal arborizations converge with the olfactory (CS) pathway in 
the glomeruli of the antenna1 lobes, the lateral protocerebral 
lobe, and the lips and basal rings of the four mb calyces (Fig. 
4AJ). That the VUMmxl neuron mediates reinforcement was 
demonstrated by a depolarization of the VUMmxl neuron sub- 
stituting for the US in a single olfactory conditioning trial. A 
conditioned response to the odor was found after forward pairing 
but not after backward pairing of the CS with the depolarization 
of the VUMmxl neuron (Fig. 4C,D), just as under the same 
experimental conditions with CS/sucrose pairing (see Fig. 40). 
Therefore, substituting for the US by depolarizing the VUMmx 1 
neuron satisfies the requirement of associative learning: optimal 
timing between CS and US. VUMmxl stimulation by itself, 
however, does not evoke motor activity, indicating that this neu- 
ron is not directly involved in generating PER. This finding pro- 
vides two important insights into the processing mechanisms 
underlying PER conditioning. (1) It confirms, at a physiological 
level, the behaviorally observable phenomenon that conditioning 
occurs independently of behavioral responses to the CS and the 
US. (2) Parallel processing of reflex and reinforcement allows 
the separation of the immediate reflex-releasing function of the 
US from its capacity to induce conditioning. How alterations in 
the reinforcing pathway may underlie more complex forms of 
learning will be further discussed below. 

Pharmacological experiments provide additional support for 
the reinforcing function of the VUMmxl neuron. VUM neurons 
of the subesophageal ganglion of the bee stain with an antibody 
against octopamine (Kreissl et al., 1994) a neuromodulator in 
bees (Erber et al., 1993) that may express its modulatory prop- 
erties via G-protein-mediated alterations in CAMP metabolism 
(Evans and Robb, 1993) and is implicated in the modulation of 
associative learning in both bees and flies (Dudai et al., 1987; 
Menzel et al., 1988, 1990; Bicker and Menzel, 1989). Octopa- 
mine was, therefore, injected locally into the convergence sites 
between the VUMmxl neuron and the CS pathway (either the 
antenna1 lobe or the mb calyces) immediately after presentation 
of an odor to test whether it could substitute for the US in PER 
conditioning (Hammer et al., 1993; Hammer and Menzel, 
1994b). Pairing octopamine injections with the CS in one group 
of animals, and delivering both specifically unpaired in another 
group, results in a subsequent increase in the probability of PER 
to the CS alone that was significantly higher in the paired than 
in the unpaired group. 

That excitation of the VUMmxl neuron immediately follow- 
ing the CS is sufficient to condition the PER does not necessarily 
imply that it is the only neuron representing the reinforcing func- 
tion of the US. For example, a serial homolog of the VUMmxl 
neuron located in the mandibular neuromere innervates the same 
brain neuropiles and also responds to sucrose stimulation. The 
structural differences in the axonal arborizations of other VUM 
neurons, which are also excited by sucrose, provides an oppor- 
tunity to test whether different projection patterns are correlated 
with different functions of the US, such as its modulatory or 
reinforcing function. As pointed out above, the appetitive stim- 
ulus, sucrose, arouses the animal and therefore sensitizes re- 
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Figure 4. A, Morphology of the VUMmxl neuron. VUMmxl arborizes in the dorsal suboesophageal ganglion (sag) and its axonal arborizations 
innervate the glomeruli of the antenna1 lobe (al), the lateral protocerebral lobe (I$), and the lip and the basal ring (br) of the mb calyces. B, 
Intracellularly recorded response of the VUMmxl neuron and extracellularly recorded response of the Ml7 muscle to sucrose stimulation of the 
antennae and proboscis (the US in PER conditioning). The scale bar indicates the time of sucrose stimulation (duration 1 set). C, Substitution 
experiment (design). In the substitution experiment, the sucrose US in a single conditioning trial was replaced by an intracellular current injection 
(duration 30 set) of the VUMmxl neuron, which depolarized the cell and caused a discharge of action potentials. This depolarization was paired 
with an odor where odor-onset either preceded the start of the depolarization by 2 set (forward) or followed it by 5 set (backward). A pretest odor 
was presented 5 min before and a test odor 10 min after pairing. The behavioral effect of this treatment was measured as odor-evoked number of 
Ml7 spikes recorded extracellularly during a 10 set interval after the onset of odor stimuli. D, Median of Ml7 spikes (with interquartile ranges) 
evoked by the pretest and test odor stimuli in both backward and forward conditioning experiments with either sucrose (white bars) or VUMmxl- 
depolarization (hatched bars), respectively. In experiments with sucrose stimulation, the protocol was the same as in the substitution experiment 
(modified from Hammer, 1993) 

sponses to other stimuli, and dishabituates habituated responses. 
Similarly, octopamine mediates arousal (Mercer and Menzel, 
1982; Bicker and Menzel, 1989; Menzel et al., 1989) and mimics 
a transient sucrose-induced arousal in bees (Braun and Bicker, 
1992). In conditioning, sucrose stimulation may, thus, not only 
serve as reinforcing stimulus but may also induce arousal which, 
in turn, gives rise to sensitization (see below). That is, a con- 
ditioning trial could induce both nonassociative and associative 
learning. In a first attempt to elucidate the relation between mod- 
ulation and reinforcement, we investigated whether neuromo- 
dulation underlying sensitization may not be a necessary con- 
dition for associative learning. Treatment with reserpine, which 
depletes biogenic amines from central neurons (Braun and Bick- 
er, 1992) leads to failure of sensitization and conditioning. In- 
jections of octopamine directly into the brain of reserpine-treated 
bees selectively restores conditioning but not sensitization 
(Menzel et al., 1993d). These findings indicate that associative 
learning can occur independently of sensitization. It does not, 

however, rule out that octopaminergic neurons, such as the 
VUMmxl neuron or other VUM neurons, are involved in the 
induction of sensitization. The injected octopamine may not 
have reached the target neurons of VUMmxl necessary for sen- 
sitization, indicating that different targets of VUMmxl differ in 
their capacity to mediate nonassociative and associative learning 
or that structurally different VUM neurons mediate sensitization. 
Alternatively, octopamine and hence activity of VUM neurons 
may not be sufficient for sensitization. 

Theoretical analysis of associative learning led to the as- 
sumption that behaviorally unobservable variables, such as ex- 
pectancy, attention, and certain forms of stimulus representa- 
tions, govern the associability of stimuli in paradigms as 
different as inhibitory learning, blocking, and second-order con- 
ditioning. So far, structural and physiological correlates for such 
hidden variables could only be hypothesized (e.g., Donegan et 
al., 1989). Once the VUMmxl neuron was proven to represent 
the reinforcing function of the US in associative learning, it be- 
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Figure 5. Activity of the VUMmxl neuron in response to odor stimuli 
before and after differential conditioning. Total spike number (? SEM) 
in response to two odor stimuli (CS’: paired with US, and CS-: not 
paired with US) recorded intracellularly before and after a differential 
conditioning experiment with five CS+ and CS- trials. VUMmxl neuron 
spikes were counted in an interval of 15 set after odor onset. Pretest: 
response to either odor 5 min prior to the differential conditioning ex- 
periment. Tests: responses 20 and 25-30 min after pretest. The duration 
of the differential conditioning procedure was 5 min. Two tests were 
performed with reversed order of odors to control for extinction-like 
effects between successive odor test stimulations (modified from Ham- 
mer, 1993). 

came possible to test some of these theoretical concepts. Con- 
ditioning theory distinguishes between two forms of associa- 
tions: stimulus-response (S-R) and stimulus-stimulus (S-S) 
associations (Holland, 1990). Under S-R associations, the CS 
evokes a response, because an associative link is formed directly 
between the CS representation and some unit controlling motor 
activity. Under S-S associations, the CS becomes associated with 
some representation of the US and evokes a conditioned re- 
sponse by activating this representation. The memory trace of 
the CS could thus code US-specific features, such as US-medi- 
ated arousal and reinforcement. In fact, the VUMmxl neuron 
does not simply mediate an innately predetermined response to 
the US. Its physiological properties indicate that it can maintain 
its reinforcing function even in the absence of the US. It re- 
sponds to an odor with a phasic excitation. This response is 
increased when the odor elicits a conditioned response (Hammer, 
1993): after forward pairing of the CS and VUMmxl stimulation 
in the substitution experiment, the CS-evoked excitation of the 
VUMmxl neuron is increased in duration. Moreover, after dif- 
ferential conditioning, the VUMmxl neuron responds to the 
CS+, but not to the CS-, with an increased number of action 
potentials (Fig. 5). The CS+ elicits a prolonged discharge, which 
resembles the cell’s response to sucrose. Thus, learning enables 
a CS to represent reinforcement in addition to evoking a con- 
ditioned response, since the CS can activate a neuron that has 
reinforcing function. This finding provides a neural explanation 
for second-order conditioning, in which learning occurs in the 
absence of the US. 

We conclude from the structural properties of an identified 
neuron of the US pathway, the VUMmxl neuron, that neural 
substrates of associative learning may be located at multiple sites 
in the bee brain, for example, the antenna1 lobe, the mb calyces, 
and the lateral lobe of the protocerebrum. These sites are ar- 
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Figure 6. Decay of memory as tested by odor induced %PER of bees 
at various times after training. A, Training by three or one olfactory 
conditioning trials. The first data points indicate spontaneous PER be- 
fore conditioning. B, Training by three olfactory conditioning trials with 
bees that received an injection of either 300 nl of lo-* M cycloheximide 
dissolved in saline (triangles) or of saline alone (squares) 45 min before 
conditioning. Solutions were injected through the ocellar tract of the 
median ocellus directly into the brain. (B, data from Menzel et al., 
1993). 

ranged in two parallel pathways, a direct pathway from the an- 
tennal lobe to the lateral protocerebral lobe, and an indirect path- 
way via the mb. To elucidate the multiple representation of 
potential association sites and the relation between nonassocia- 
tive and associative learning, it would be helpful to characterize 
the process of memory formation at these different sites. 

Multiple Memory Phases and Multiple Memory Sites 

Memory develops over time, indicating that its formation and 
retrievability is an active neural process. The main concepts that 
have emerged so far about the formation and use of memory 
since Ebbinghaus’ (1885) pioneering discoveries on human 
memory are that (1) learning induces different types of memo- 
ries that have different time courses for reaching stable forms 
of information storage and retrievability; (2) phases of memory 
may be distinguished with respect to their sensitivity to new 
experience, and their susceptibility to experimental interference 
and injury; (3) experience-dependent control of behavior is a 
joint function of all these types of memory at any time after 
learning; and (4) molecular and cellular aspects of neural func- 
tion are key elements of memory formation and may be respon- 
sible for different types of memories. 

The analysis of different types and phases of memory, how- 
ever, has to deal with two fundamental aspects of memory that 
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Figure 7. Characterization of memory components after PER condi- 
tioning: %PER to an odor stimulus at various times after training (A 
and D) or at a single time after training (B and C). Each data point 
combines the results obtained with bees tested only once at the time 
shown on the abscissa (A and D) or of bees that received a postcondi- 
tioning treatment at the time shown on the abscissa (B and C). A and 
D, Effect of conditioning and sensitization on memory. One (A) or three 
(D) olfactory conditioning trial(s) or one (A) or three (D) sensitization 
trial(s) with sucrose applied to the antennae and proboscis. In D, sen- 
sitization or conditioning trials were applied within I min. The dashed 
line represents the difference between the %PER after conditioning and 
sensitization. It represents the associative memory component after a 
single or three conditioning trials. B, Development of resistance to ret- 
rograde amnesia induced by cooling the whole animal or only the an- 
tennal lobes or the median calyces. The ordinate shows the %PER found 
upon testing between 15 and 30 min after conditioning, the abscissa 
gives the time between the single conditioning trial and the onset of 
cooling. Cooling to I-5°C lasted I min for the whole animal and IO 
set for local cooling. C, Sensitivity to extinction after a single condi- 
tioning trial. Different groups of bees received a single extinction trial 
of exposure to the CS only between I and 30 min after conditioning 

are normally not separable by behavioral methods: learning 
leads to a time-consuming process of storage of experience-de- 
pendent information into a stable form (i.e., memory formation), 
and at any time after learning this information may be retrieved 
from memory to control behavior (i.e., memory retrieval). Thus, 
any alteration in experience-dependent behavior at various times 
after learning may be due to the fact that memory formation is 
not yet completed, or to temporal differences in retrievability, 
or both. Since memory is accessible at a behavioral level only 
via the process of retrieval, it is usually difficult to separate 
memory formation and memory retrieval. In the bee, however, 
it appears possible to identify temporal phases of memory and 
to relate them to processes of memory formation and decay rath- 
er than to retrieval processes. A single olfactory conditioning 
trial causes a pronounced behavioral change. Immediately after 
the trial the probability of PER is high, drops to a minimum 
after a lapse of about 3 min, rises again (Fig. 7A), stays high 
for hours, and decays slowly over several days (Fig. 6A). The 
early biphasic performance may be due to a specific, transient 
deficit in retrievability. Alternatively, a rapidly decaying short- 
term memory (STM) may overlie a slower process of formation 
of a median-term memory (MTM), and behavioral performance 
may be controlled by these processes of memory decay and 
formation. The latter model assumes that performance shortly 
after learning is a joint function of two or more forms of mem- 
ory rather than that it is controlled by a time-dependent process 
of retrievability. In the following, we give evidence supporting 
this interpretation and dissect the nature and interdependence of 
these memories. 

STM consists, at least in part, of a nonassociative memory 
that represents the sensitizing effect of the US, since sensitiza- 
tion by the US alone arouses the animal and thus transiently 
increases the readiness to respond to an odor with proboscis 
extension (Fig. 7A) (Menzel et al., 1991; Hammer et al., 1994). 
Because sensitization diminishes rapidly, we assume that after 
conditioning later performance is governed by an MTM, the 
associative CS-US pairing specific memory component, whose 
contribution to control behavior is initially low and then rises 
over time. The time course of the contribution of associative 
MTM to performance can be calculated by subtracting the time 
course of sensitization from that of conditioning (Fig. 7A, dashed 
line). 

Three lines of experimental evidence support the interpreta- 
tion that the contribution of associative MTM to performance 
gradually increases due to memory formation rather than retriev- 
al-related processes. In bees, it is possible to selectively interfere 
with retrievability without interrupting learning and the forma- 
tion of an associative MTM. Dopamine injected into the brain 
after a conditioning trial decreases retrieval transiently for a pe- 
riod of 20-30 min. However, when a conditioning trial is per- 
formed after injection, bees can be successfully conditioned at 
the time when the dopamine effect is maximal, and they develop 
MTM (Michelsen, 1988; Menzel et al., 1991). Dopamine, there- 
fore, does not affect the memory formation process, providing 
evidence for the separability of memory formation and its re- 
trieval. Furthermore, two types of experiments allow to selec- 

t 

and the %PER was tested I hr after conditioning. The time scales for 
A-D are given at the abscissa of D (A and D, redrawn from Menzel et 
al., 1991; B, modified from Erber et al., 1980; C, redrawn from Menzel 
et al., 1993~). 
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Figure 8. Formation and decay of different memory components after 
olfactory conditioning is shown in arbitrary units. The time axis is in 
logarithmic units. STM, which is predominantly nonassociative (sensi- 
tization), decays rapidly and is induced by the US alone in single-trial 
conditioning. MTM develops slowly and lasts over several hours. It 
represents the associative, CS-US pairing dependent, memory compo- 
nent after single-trial conditioning. LTM results from multiple learning 
trials, develops with the repetition rate of the trials, and lasts up to 
lifetime. 

tively interfere with the memory formation process. The for- 
mation of an associative MTM after a conditioning trial is highly 
sensitive to cooling the bee, or to weak electric stimulation of 
its brain. The time course of development of resistance to ret- 
rograde amnesia induced, for instance, by cooling corresponds 
to that of the contribution of associative MTM to performance: 
cooling the bee shortly after a conditioning trial interrupts mem- 
ory formation more effectively than later cooling (Fig. 7A,B). 
Performance was tested at long time intervals after cooling or 
electric stimulation of the brain, guaranteeing that both did not 
affect retrieval. Moreover, when bees receive an extinction (CS 
only) trial at various times after a single learning trial and per- 
formance is tested much later, the time course of development 
of resistance to extinction resembles that of the contribution of 
associative MTM to performance (Fig. 7c). Thus, the phase of 
an increasing contribution of associative MTM to performance 
is characterized by a decreasing susceptibility to both amnestic 
treatment and new experience, experimental interferences that 
disrupt the formation of a stable associative memory trace only 
during an early, sensitive phase. We, therefore, suggest an on- 
going MTM formation superimposed by a decay of STM rather 
than a specific retrieval deficit as the cause for the early mini- 
mum of performance after a conditioning trial. The calculated 
associative memory component, and the fact that even imme- 
diate amnestic treatment after conditioning does not erase as- 
sociative memory completely, suggest that associative memory 
contributes at a low level to behavioral performance already dur- 
ing the STM period (Fig. 8). 

The neural substrate for the formation of MTM was localized 
by investigating which of the neuropiles of CS/US convergence 
(antenna1 lobes, mh calyces) are sensitive to amnestic treatment. 
The time course of the development of resistance to retrograde 
amnesia is different for the antenna1 lobes and the mb calyces 
(Fig. 7c) (Menzel et al., 1974; Erber et al., 1980). The resistance 
to retrograde amnesia induced by cooling the antenna1 lobes de- 
velops rapidly, implying that neural activity localized in, or orig- 
inating from, the antenna1 lobe is necessary only for a short 
period after conditioning. Resistance to retrograde amnesia in- 

duced by cooling the median calyces of the mbs, on the other 
hand, develops more slowly. Cooling the lobula, which lies ad- 
jacent to the lateral protocerebral lobe, does not lead to retro- 
grade amnesia, providing a control for the topographic restric- 
tion of the cooling method applied. It is thus tempting to 
conclude that the antenna1 lobes and the mb calyces serve spe- 
cific functions in establishing the associative MTM trace. Be- 
cause the time course of development of resistance to retrograde 
amnesia induced by cooling the mb calyces closely matches that 
induced by cooling the whole animal (Fig. 70, as well as the 
development of resistance to extinction (Fig. 7B) and the asso- 
ciative memory component (Fig. 7A), MTM formation appears 
to be related to the mbs. 

The finding that cooling the antenna1 lobe shortly after a sin- 
gle conditioning trial also produces retrograde amnesia can be 
explained by three alternative neuronal processes. (1) Antenna1 
lobe neurons are themselves part of an associative learning com- 
ponent that is necessary for MTM formation at the level of the 
mb. (2) A US-induced modulation related to antenna1 lobe neu- 
rons is required for MTM formation. (3) Ascending activity of 
projection neurons connecting the antenna1 lobe with the mb is 
required for processes of MTM formation related to the mb. 
Although we cannot currently distinguish between these alter- 
natives experimentally, recent findings indicate that an associa- 
tive memory can be established independently of sensitization 
and that the mb has the capacity to establish an associative mem- 
ory independently of associative CSIUS-induced processes in 
the antenna1 lobes. As reported above, injections of octopamine 
directly into the brain of reserpine-treated bees selectively re- 
store conditioning but not sensitization. Moreover, bees can be 
conditioned by replacing the US with local octopamine injec- 
tions into either the mb calyces or the antenna1 lobe. A conver- 
gence of CS-induced excitation and US-induced octopamine re- 
lease in the antenna1 lobes does not, therefore, seem to be 
required for associative learning at the level of the mb. Since in 
both the reserpine and the substitution experiment with octopa- 
mine, bees were conditioned by multiple trials, the problem of 
the relation between neural substrates of STM and MTM, as 
well as of antenna1 lobe and mb, during a single conditioning 
trial is not directly addressed. However, the reserpine experiment 
shows that conditioning can occur without sensitization, and the 
substitution experiment with octopamine shows that condition- 
ing does not need both a CS-related and a US-related process 
in the antenna1 lobes. A conservative interpretation of these re- 
sults is to infer that nonassociative STM and associative MTM 
are processed in parallel, that MTM formation is related to the 
mbs, and that the formation of an associative memory can be 
induced independently in the antenna1 lobe or the mb by multiple 
trials. However, this interpretation does not rule out the possi- 
bility that both a nonassociative STM and a form of associative 
learning related to the antenna1 lobe may be necessary for the 
induction of a complete associative memory under natural con- 
ditions with a multitude of sensory stimuli. 

Repeated learning trials lead to long-term memory (LTM), 
which, in the case of free flying, color-trained bees lasts for a 
lifetime (Menzel, 1968) and, in the case of olfactory PER-con- 
ditioned bees, longer than 3 d (Fig. 6A). Retrieval after three 
olfactory conditioning trials depends exclusively on an associa- 
tive memory component, since repeated exposure to the US 
alone does not increase the probability of responding to an odor 
with PER (Figs. 70, 8). This kind of LTM is insensitive to 
amnestic treatments, even if the amnestic procedures are applied 
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immediately after conditioning. Only the contribution of the last 
learning trial to memory is always erased (Erber, 1975a,b; Men- 
zel and Sugawa, 1986). Thus, repeated learning trials not only 
speed up the memory formation process, but also the transfer 
into an amnesia-resistant memory. Formation of the multiple- 
trial, amnesia-resistant LTM is, in fact, a very fast process. Three 
olfactory conditioning trials can be given within less than a min- 
ute, and an amnesia-resistant LTM will still be established. 

Studies on vertebrates have shown that the formation of LTM 
requires the synthesis of new proteins (Agranoff et al., 1966; 
Hyden and Lange, 1970; Squire and Davis, 1975). In the mol- 
lust Aplysiu, long-lasting forms of synaptic facilitation thought 
to underlie long-term sensitization can be blocked by protein 
synthesis inhibitors (Montarolo et al., 1986; Schacher et al., 
1988), and formation of long-term habituation is correlated with 
structural changes at the synaptic and neuronal level (Bailey and 
Chen, 1991). Since, in bees, LTM is formed fast and is amnesia 
resistant, we asked whether its formation also requires protein 
synthesis. This does not appear to be the case (Wittstock et al., 
1993; Menzel et al., 1993b; Wittstock and Menzel, 1994). In- 

jection of the protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide directly 
into the bee brain blocks protein synthesis, but not components 
of appetitive learning behavior or memory formation (Fig. 6B). 
This result holds both for olfactory PER conditioning and color 
training of free-flying bees. In PER conditioning, cycloheximide 
was injected before or after conditioning at various time inter- 
vals. In some experiments a double injection was performed, 
which inhibited protein synthesis for more than 6 hr. We con- 
clude from these studies that, in bees, protein synthesis does not 
appear to be required for the formation of LTM in the context 
of appetitive learning behavior. This result, however, does not 
exclude that other forms of LTM, for example, after different 
training schedules, might rely on protein synthesis. 

Conclusions 

We have attempted to demonstrate the mutually supportive con- 
tributions of different levels of analysis (behavioral, pharmaco- 
logical, anatomical, physiological) to the unraveling of the neu- 
ral basis of the learning behavior of honeybees. In particular, the 
identification of the VUMmxl neuron as a correlate of reinforce- 
ment in associative learning and our analysis of the different 
forms of memory processing led us to reconsider some key 
questions in the neurobiology of learning and memory. (1) Are 
the network and cellular substrates underlying learning distrib- 
uted at various brain sites, and if so, what are the specific con- 
tributions of these sites? In particular, what is the relation be- 
tween nonassociative and associative learning and the 
underlying modulatory and reinforcing functions of the signifi- 
cant stimuli? (2) Does our analysis provide any indications for 
the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying different 
forms of memory? (3) Is it possible to study directly more com- 
plex forms of associative learning at a cellular and network lev- 
el? 

Our analysis of putative brain sites involved in associative 
learning has revealed a complex situation. Two of the three con- 
vergence sites of olfactory (CS) pathway and the VUMmxl neu- 
ron (for orientation, see Fig. 9), the antenna1 lobes, and mush- 
room body (mb) calyces, are implicated in associative learning, 
since it can be induced in either. There is as yet no further 
evidence for the involvement of the lateral protocerebral lobe. 
However, the formation of associative MTM after one trial con- 
ditioning appears to be related solely to the mbs. Thus, the pri- 
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Figure 9. Circuit model for associative olfactory learning in the hon- 
eybee. Sensory olfactory afferents supply the primary sensory neuropile 
(al) with CS input. Tracts of relay neurons (mAr) directly serve premotor 
brain centers, such as the lateral protocerebral lobe (I,&). Collaterals of 
some of the rN tracts also supply a parallel, mb-mediated, pathway that 
provides input to &-extrinsic neurons (e&J, such as the PEI neuron. 
These, in turn, provide the premotor centers, e.g., the lpi, with mb pro- 
cessed information. Descending brain output neurons (dN) drive motor 
centers in the suboesophageal ganglion (sag) generating the motor pro- 
gram (MP) for conditioned responses (CR). These motor centers also 
receive US input and generate the unconditioned response (UR). The 
US in its reinforcing function is represented by a parallel pathway of 
modulatory neurons, such as VUMmxl, which innervate several target 
structures. CS/US convergence sites are the al, the mh calyces, and the 
lpi. Since the mb receives multisensory information, such as visual input 
via the optic lobes (ol), it represents a putative brain structure for con- 
textual associations and may, thus, be involved in more complex forms 
of associative learning. The US reinforcer pathway may have the ca- 
pacity to compute a predictive relation between expected and actual US 
strength. Learned cues drive VUMmxl, e.g., via descending neurons 
originating from premotor centers (dashed line) or via the mbs (not 
shown). This pathway could also serve to inhibit the US input onto 
VUMmxl (dashed line with black triangle). Thus, when the US is ex- 
pected, VUMmxl’s response to sucrose stimuli may be decreased (mod- 
ified from Hammer and Menzel, 1994). 

mary sites of induction and formation of associative MTM are 
the mb calyces, suggesting that neural elements such as the mb 
intrinsic Kenyon cells are sensitive to the coincident CS-evoked 
excitation and the release of the neuromodulator octopamine 
from the VUMmxl neuron. As the primary olfactory neuropile 
(Fig. 9) the role of the antenna1 lobes in associative learning 
may be to mediate a learned increase in odor discrimination as, 
for instance, induced by multiple trial differential conditioning. 
That single- and multiple-trial learning differ is supported by the 
finding that the mb extrinsic output neuron PEl (see Fig. 9) 
responds less to the conditioned odor shortly after a single trial, 
whereas repeated differential conditioning trials cause increased 
responsiveness (Mauelshagen, 1993) indicating a change in in- 
formation processing within or upstream the mbs. 

STM, after a single conditioning trial, has been identified, at 
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least in part, with a nonassociative memory component. Both 
memories, STM and MTM, were inferred to contribute to be- 
havioral performance according to their different time courses. 
We assume that the contribution of associative MTM to perfor- 
mance increases with its ongoing formation. It is thus likely that 
what is stored in the respective memory changes over time. In- 
deed, the generalization between several odorants after a single 
conditioning trial with one odorant differs for STM and MTM 
(Smith, 1991; Menzel et al., 1993~). Moreover, we suggested 
that STM is processed in parallel with the associative MTM. 
Interestingly, learning leads to different kinds of neuronal 
changes after a single conditioning and a sensitization trial. The 
response changes found in the mb output neuron PEl are specific 
for associative learning. The PEl neuron does not change its 
odor-evoked response after sensitization, suggesting that path- 
ways parallel to the mb may be involved in mediating nonas- 
sociative learning. 

The question of the combined or separated neural represen- 
tation of the modulatory and reinforcing function of a US is, in 
fact, controversial (Hammer and Menzel, 1994a). In Aplysia, the 
same neuromodulator, 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), is thought 
to mediate sensitization and conditioning by causing synaptic 
facilitation associated with both nonassociative and associative 
learning at the same sensory-motorneuron synapses (Hawkins et 
al., 1983; Walters and Byrne, 1983; Walters, 1987; Abrams and 
Kandel, 1988; Mercer et al., 1991). Arousal transmitted via neu- 
romodulatory neurons that diffusely innervate a large set of tar- 
get structures may also play a crucial role in facilitating asso- 
ciative changes in synaptic transmission in mammals. For 
example, neuromodulation may specifically support synaptic en- 
hancement (“associative” LTP) between coactive cortical neu- 
rons by determining the level of depolarization in postsynaptic 
elements (Artola et al., 1990; Singer et al., 1990). Thus, neu- 
romodulation could permit or enhance information storage based 
on mechanisms sensitive to correlated activity in cortical neural 
assemblies. It cannot be ruled out that sensitization in bees, 
transmitted by neuromodulatory neurons, is necessary for the 
formation of a fully developed associative memory, but the basic 
form of olfactory associative memory appears to be established 
independently of sensitization. Based on our assumption that the 
mb is specifically involved in associative learning, other sites in 
the bee brain, for which there is no direct evidence so far, should 
be involved in mediating sensitization. Since octopamine ap- 
pears to mediate several forms of behavioral plasticity including 
short-term appetitive arousal, we suggested that VUM neurons, 
such as VUMmxl, are also involved in sensitization, possibly 
by modulating cellular properties in the antenna1 lobes and the 
lateral protocerebral lobe. The antenna1 lobe is directly con- 
nected to the lateral protocerebral lobe via several tracts of ol- 
factory relay neurons (Fig. 9). Therefore, the antenna1 lobe-lat- 
eral protocerebral lobe pathways provide sites of nonassociative 
modulation parallel to information processed by the mbs. An- 
other putative location of neuronal changes underlying sensiti- 
zation is the suboesophageal ganglion, suggesting that also other, 
structurally distinct, VUM neurons mediate sensitization (Ham- 
mer et al., 1994). Furthermore, if the VUMmxl neuron does, 
indeed, participate in mediating sensitization evoked by the US 
and thus in food-evoked appetitive arousal, arousal may not be 
restricted to innately determined significant stimuli. Because the 
VUMmxl neuron’s response to the CS is enhanced after con- 
ditioning, arousal could also be induced by stimuli that have 
acquired their behavioral significance during associative leam- 

ing. Arousal may thus serve to facilitate associative learning 
during sequential food intake in foraging. Appetitive arousal is 
short-lived and initiates a behavioral state (increased respon- 
siveness, search for additional food, etc.) that may accelerate the 
gathering of information required for the formation of specific 
associative memories, which in turn determine the exploration 
of food sources (Greggers and Menzel, 1993; Hammer et al., 
1994). 

Multiple forms of memory can be established by simple forms 
of learning, as shown by experiments with honeybees. What are 
the molecular correlates of these memories? It has been sug- 
gested for various phyla, such as vertebrates, molluscs, and in- 
sects, that different molecular pathways play important roles in 
the modification of neuronal properties underlying learning and 
memory (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Byrne et al., 1993). In 
Aplysia, 5-HT-induced long-term synaptic facilitation thought 
to underlie long-term sensitization does not need short-term fa- 
cilitation (Emptage and Carew, 1993); they do require nuclear 
signals that activate protein synthesis (Montarolo et al., 1986; 
Schacher et al., 1988, 1990; Bailey and Chen, 1991). 5-HT- 
induced short-term facilitation, however, occurs at synapses in- 
dependently of the soma (Hammer et al., 1989; Emptage and 
Carew, 1993). In Drosophila, behavioral studies on the learning 
mutants dnc, rut, amn, and radish can be interpreted to indicate 
four forms of memory, STM, MTM, and LTM and an amnesia- 
resistant memory (Tully et al., 1990; Tully, 1991). Dnc and rut 
are defective in the CAMP pathway, and the dnc and rut gene 
products are enriched in the mbs (Nighom et al., 1991; Han et 
al., 1992). Structural mb mutants and flies with chemically ablat- 
ed mbs are also defective in associative learning (Heisenberg et 
al., 1985; de Belle and Heisenberg, 1994), but it is as yet un- 
known whether these flies are normal in nonassociative learning. 
The CAMP pathway in the mb is, therefore, implicated to be an 
essential substrate of associative learning in Drosophila. 

Our current working hypothesis on the cellular and molecular 
substrates of memory in insects assumes that (1) the aminergic 
transmitter octopamine mediates appetitive arousal (Bicker and 
Menzel, 1989, Braun and Bicker, 1992) sensitization, and re- 
inforcement in associative learning. OctopamineII receptors are 
connected to G-proteins and stimulate adenylate cyclase activity 
(Evans and Robb, 1993), as does octopamine in bees (Menzel 
et al., 1991). However, octopamine receptors can also inhibit 
adenylate cyclase function and can transiently increase intracel- 
lular Ca*+ levels (Cheek et al., 1989; Arakawa et al., 1990). 
Since putative octopaminergic neurons are activated by the US 
in bees, octopaminergic neurons may affect different forms of 
molecular signal cascades, which in turn may give rise to dif- 
ferent forms of behavioral plasticity dependent on properties of 
target neurons. (2) The mbs are necessary for the formation of 
MTM and most likely sufficient for the formation of LTM. Since 
they have the capacity to induce associative memory without the 
involvement of the nonassociative component of STM, the cel- 
lular mechanisms of associative learning can be studied sepa- 
rately at the level of the mbs. The cell membranes of the intrinsic 
mb neurons, the Kenyon cells, express ionic conductances 
(Schafer et al., 1994) which may be modulated, for instance, via 
a CS and US-related signal convergence onto the CAMP-path- 
way within the Kenyon cells. (3) LTM results from multiple 
learning trials and is resistant to retrograde amnesia, even im- 
mediately after learning. Since protein synthesis inhibitors have 
no effect on the development of LTM, mechanisms of long-term 
storage other than gene expression and de novo protein synthesis 
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are likely to exist in bees. For instance, LTM (and MTM) may 
require long-lasting activity changes in the intracellular levels of 
enzymes such as PKA, PKC, or Ca/calmodulin-dependent ki- 
nases. In that case, these enzymes ought to be protected against 
degradation by molecular turnover. Several models that provide 
potential solutions for this task have been proposed (Crick, 
1984; Lisman, 1985; Kennedy, 1988; Mtiller and Spatz, 1989) 
and key molecular components for some of these models have 
been characterized in the brain of the bee (Altfelder and Mtiller, 
1991; Altfelder et al., 1991; Mtiller and Altfelder, 1991). It is 
possible, of course, that some kind of LTM in the bee does 
require de ~OVO protein synthesis parallel and in addition to the 
protein-synthesis-independent LTM. In Drosophila, two forms 
of LTM, one dependent and one independent of gene activation 
and protein synthesis, were recently identified (Tully et al., 
1994). In bees, developmentally related, experience-dependent 
structural changes have been reported for the mushroom body 
neuropile (Withers et al., 1993; Durst et al., 1994) and mush- 
room body intrinsic neurons (Brandon and Goss, 1982), for ex- 
ample, as a result of foraging flights of a bee. It is thus likely 
that two different molecular mechanisms for LTM exist side by 
side in the bee mb neurons. 

An analysis of more complex features of classical condition- 
ing has indicated that the associability of a particular signal dur- 
ing a learning trial is determined by the combined associative 
strength of all other signals present at that trial (Rescorla and 
Wagner, 1972; Sutton and Barto, 1981; Rescorla, 1988). This 
context dependency of the association process led, in turn, to 
the assumption that the difference between expected and actual 
strength of a rewarding or aversive signal determines reinforce- 
ment and thus associative learning. For instance, a CS may not 
be learned, provided that a US is already expected during a 
compound trial with another CS that has gained associative 
strength due to prior training and thus predicts the US (blocking 
procedure in conditioning). Modulatory neurons in the macaque 
brain have been interpreted to compute such a predictive relation 
between the reward and stimuli consistently preceding it 
(Schultz et al., 1993). In bees, the VUMmxl neuron responds 
to both the US and a learned CS with a long-lasting excitation. 
The CS-evoked excitation could be mediated via collaterals of 
descending neurons (Fig. 9). This feature indicates the potential 
involvement of the VUMmx 1 neuron in second-order condition- 
ing. In addition, however, the VUMmxl neuron may also com- 
pute the difference between actual and expected US strength, for 
instance if the excitation evoked by the US were inhibited by 
the prior presentation of a learned CS (Fig. 9) (Sutton and Barto, 
1981; Hawkins and Kandel, 1984; Buonomano et al., 1990). 
Since the VUMmxl neuron’s activity is sufficient to mediate 
reinforcement in associative learning, concepts that relate asso- 
ciative learning phenomena to differences in the internal pro- 
cessing of reinforcing signals that depend on predictive relations 
are now directly testable at a physiological and network level. 

To understand associative learning in bees fully, we will have 
to separate the contribution of different brain areas to more elab- 
orate forms of associative learning. As indicated by the structural 
correlates of the CS and the US, associative learning may be a 
distributed process involving different neuropiles, such as the 
mbs and the antenna1 lobes. Multiple sites of associative learning 
have been demonstrated in the mammalian brain. These findings 
suggested models of specific functional properties of certain 
brain areas, such as mediating the accurate timing of learned 
movements (Hawkins et al., 1993; Perrett et al., 1993), a capac- 

ity that was recently also demonstrated for PER conditioning in 
bees (Klein and Hammer, 1993), or the formation of configural 
associations, in which stimuli are associated only in configura- 
tion with certain contexts (Sutherland and Rudy, 1989; Gluck 
and Granger, 1993; Hawkins et al., 1993). Though learning may 
be a distributed neural phenomenon in the bee, different areas 
of the bee brain could, nevertheless, serve specific functions 
(Fig. 9). A basic form of associative olfactory learning may be 
related to the mbs and the antenna1 lobes. The antenna1 lobes 
may also be involved in a learned increase in odor discrimina- 
tion. More complex forms of associative learning and memory 
that guide bees during foraging bouts, such as context learning 
and learning of complex floral cues (combined cues of location, 
color, shape, and odor), however, may be restricted to the mbs 

with their multisensory inputs. 
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